Percona Platform at a glance

The Percona Platform is a unified experience for developers, database administrators, and operations to monitor, manage, secure, and optimize database environments on any infrastructure.

By subscribing to the Percona Platform, you gain access to the best open source solutions, support, services, and insights to run your database environments at peak performance in the cloud or on-premises, without license restrictions or escalating costs.

Move faster in increasingly complex environments

Modern IT infrastructures are becoming increasingly complex, putting pressure on database admins, developers, and everyone involved in database operations and making it harder to support, manage, and fix database environments. You no longer have a single database - you have thousands of them and even more supporting technologies to master.

How can you manage such complexity?

The answer is the Percona Platform. It brings together enterprise-ready distributions of MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MongoDB and a range of open source tools for database monitoring, data backup, and management, making it easier to run complex database environments.

Open source software and services to unify databases on any infrastructure

The heart of the Platform is Percona Monitoring and Management (PMM), which provides the observability required to understand database health while offering actionable insights to remediate database incidents or problems. PMM is widely known for its Query Analytics (QAN) and Advisors.

Query Analytics (QAN) provides granular insights into database behavior and helps uncover new database performance patterns for in-depth troubleshooting and performance optimization.

Advisors are automated insights, created by Percona Experts to identify important issues for remediation such as security vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, performance problems, policy compliance, and database design issues.
Centralized point of control for your database infrastructure

Already one of the most comprehensive database observability solutions, PMM is even more intelligent when connected to the Percona Platform.

By connecting PMM with the Platform, you get more advanced Advisors, centralized user account management, access to support tickets, private Database as a Service*, Percona Expertise with the fastest SLAs**, and more.

Percona Platform Architecture

Fully compatible with your current infrastructure

Go faster, run databases better with Percona Platform

Take the first step: Install Percona Monitoring & Management

* Available as Technical Preview
** A part of the Premium Subscription